Junie B. Spelling B.!

Sometimes Junie B. makes spelling mistakes, just like the rest of us. Can you draw a line from her misspelled word to the correctly spelled one?

nickname → interesting
lite → instead
instead → explorers
disappear → supposed
would → would
interecting → disappear
beleeve → nickname
sposed → light
explorers → believe

ANSWER:
Getting to Know You!

Read all about Junie B.! Then write something about Y-O-U, you!

Me, Junie B.!

My middle name is: Beatrice.
If I could have a different name, it would be: Pedro.
My birthday is: Junie the first.
The thing I like best about my family is: They seem to enjoy me.
My best friends at school are: Herb, Lennie, José, and not May.

Me, ____________________!

My middle name is: ____________________
If I could have a different name, it would be: ____________________
My birthday is: ____________________
The thing I like best about my family is: ____________________
My best friends at school are: ____________________

Draw a picture of your VERY OWN SELF!

Visit JunieBKidsClub.com for books, activities, and more!